Abstract-Facial expressions, usually has an adverse effect on the performance of a face recognition system. In this investigation, expression invariant face recognition algorithm is presented that converts input face image with an arbitrary expression into its corresponding neutral facial image. In the present study, deep learning algorithm is used to train classifiers for reference keypoints, where key-points are located and deep neural network is trained to make the system able to locate the landmarks in test image. Create an intermediate triangular mesh from the test and reference image and then warp it using affine transform and take the average of the normalized faces. To extract the features presented in the result image shift invariant feature extraction technique is used. Finally, results are compared and the recognition accuracy is determined for different expressions. The present work is tested on three different databases: JAFFE, Cohn-Kanade (CK) and Yale database. Experimental results show that the expression invariant face recognition method is very robust to variety of expressions and recognition accuracy is found to be 97.8 %, 96.8% and 95.7% for CK, JAFFE and Yale databases respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is an efficient biometric technique for recognition of a person from an image or a video. It is a non-intrusive method and can be used without subject's knowledge. Despite of more than thirty years of deep research work, the performance of the state-of-the-art of many face recognition systems is greatly affected. Human brain can easily recognize faces, but it is challenging task for computer based face recognition system especially when variations in pose, illumination, expression and age are involved in the facial region [1] [2] . A great effort has being devoted to automate facial recognition system, but it still remains a challenging problem. The research on face recognition has being progressing with continuous visible improvements made from past to present.
Face recognition is incorporated in applications related to surveillance, automated attendance management, public identification, verification of credit cards and driving license, criminal justice system and forensic, law enforcement and security applications to name only a few [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The typical applications of face recognition are shown in Table 1 . Today, one of the vital problems in the recognition of a person are emotions and verbal communication which cause variations in the face. Expressions have an adverse effect on the system accuracy and is the cause of failure for many face recognition algorithms as the databases are generally neutral faces without expressions such as ID cards, passports or driving license. Many researchers have investigated methods to improve the face recognition by removing the facial expressions to obtain a neutral face i.e. making the face expression-invariant [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Hence to develop a robust face recognition algorithm which is insensitive to expression variations is one of the greatest challenges in this field.
In the present investigation, to address the issues of the expression variations efforts have been made to devise expression invariant face recognition system.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the previous work related to expressioninvariant techniques. Section 3 summarize the framework for present investigation. Section 4 discuss the databases used in the present work with brief description. Finally, Section 5 presents the results and discussion followed by conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, record of earlier prominent research work related to this study is presented. The review is mainly for expression invariant techniques. Table 2 gives a brief overview of the work related to the present study. A brief review of record of earlier work for expression invariant techniques is briefly summarized as follows:
While identifying a person, facial expressions make it difficult for a system to recognize a face. Author Martinez et. al. investigated the various issues faced in face recognition system [8] . Ramachandran et.al. [9] proposed a method of converting a smiling face to a neutral face to improve face recognition. In this paper, a triangular mesh model called Candide, is registered on the smiling face images and the appearance of the smiling face is changed using piecewise affine warp to move the triangle to the neutral state. The results of PCA and LDA with FERET database in face recognition increased from 67.55% to 73.5%.
Facial Asymmetry method (Asymfaces) was implemented by Liu et.al. [10] on 2D images, used for person identification. AsymFaces was claimed to be invariant to facial expression changes. PCA was applied to Facial Asymmetry method for dimension reduction. Author Lee and Kim presented a method that transform input face image with a random expression into its corresponding neutral facial expression image by direct and indirect facial expression transformation. Active appearance method (AAM) was used to extract facial features from the input image and AAM was also applied for facial expression recognition. By using direct and indirect transformation, expression feature vector was transformed to corresponding neutral facial expression vector. Finally, face recognition was performed by nearest neighbor classifier, LDA and the results obtained were appropriate and practical when the number of training subjects were limited [11] .
Tasai et.al. presented a framework to convert different facial expression images into their corresponding pseudo neutral images in the pre-processing stage. Author used AdaBoost algorithm for the classification by the distance differences among faces for manual 18 fiducial points between neutral and pseudo neutral images. As AdaBoost algorithm used in classification stage, the result increased to 96%. Pseudo neutral images of the converted facial expression were close to realistic images but does not look like a realistic face image [12] .
Hsieh et.al. used optical flow computation for input expression variant faces with reference to neutral faces. They used elastic image warping to remove the expression from the face image and to recognize the subject with the expression face images. The results improved under expression variations but optical flow computation outperformed with illumination variations [13] .
Petpairote and Madarsami proposed Thin Plate Spline Warping (TPSW) [14] method to warp expression faces to neutral faces with a significant improvement in recognition accuracy. The experimental results for face recognition of MUG-FED and AR-Face databases showed a significant improvement in recognition rate for Principal Component Analysis(PCA) [15] , Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) [16, 17] and Local Binary Pattern(LBP) [18] methods after warping the expression face to neutral face. This 2D approach of warping and recognition is computationally less expensive than 3D approaches. Varma et.al. developed an efficient face recognition system which was invariant to expression variations. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) based network was used for feature extraction of true features. k-NN ensemble method used to classify faces to find accurate matching of the face. System was tested on IITK and FERET database and recognition rate was more than 91% [19] .
A. Gap in Study
After a brief review of related work in previous section and from the state-of art it is found that the computation time is more for warping processes and also the experimental results obtained does not give a realistic image which can be overcome by the method as presented in this work. Face is a popular attribute for automatic recognition but variations due to facial expression produce large distortion in the appearance. To overcome this problem, an approach to improve the recognition rate is presented, in which an image with expression is warped to create a neutral face. In nutshell, in the present investigation, efforts have been made to explore a technique which makes a face recognition system expression -invariant.
B. Objective of Study
The present investigation aims to devise an efficient expression-invariant technique for face recognition. The specific objectives of the present investigation are as follows:
1. To present an efficient expression-invariant technique for face recognition. After a brief overview of the objective of the study, in the forthcoming section, methodology adopted for carrying out study under reference is presented.
III. MATERIAL AND METHOD
The major steps for present investigation is depicted in figure 1 . The various steps involved in the implementation of system architecture are as follow: 
B. Image Preprocessing
Pre-processing is required to enhance the performance of the system. In the present study, the input test image may have different size from the reference set, so for each input image, face are cropped, normalized and scaled to improve the performance.
C. Face Detection
After preprocessing stage, face detection is applied on the image. Face detection can be defined as two-class classification problem where an image region is classified as either a 'face' or a 'not-a-face'. Most efficient work done by Voila and Jones in 2000's has being a successful face detector which is able to run in real time also [21] . In a given test image, the goal of face detection algorithm is to detect whether a face is present or not. If the face is present it returns the locations of the face [22] . In this study basic Adaboost Viola and Jones algorithm is used for face detection which is the fastest and most successful approach for real time systems. The three main contributions of Voila-Jones face detector [21] Viola Jones approach is used in this investigation as it enables to detect faces with high speed and also implementation of the system is easy.
D. Detection of landmark points
Landmark points or fiducial points are pixel coordinates which define geometry of face. These coordinate points are a set of facial salient points, usually located on the corners and outer mid points of the lips, corners of the eyebrows, corners of the eyes, corners of the nostrils, tip of the nose, and the tip of the chin [23] . In previous works, authors used model based face recognition algorithms to generate a grid over a face and for that some reference points (on an average 64-80 points) were required and researchers marked those points manually or semi automatically by Bunch Graph Matching algorithm [24] . In this investigation, 81 landmark points were generated. Additionally, choosing the feature points should represent the most important characteristics on the face and should be extracted easily.
In this study, a facial image with 81 landmark points is chosen having 19 for chin, 18 for lips (which includes mouth corners, upper lip and lower lip), 10 for nose, 18 for both the eye and 16 for both the eyebrows as illustrated in the figure 2. As an example, JAFFE database have been shown with 81 feature points [20] . Figure 3 shows the fiducial points on the different face images of Subject 1. 
E. Extract facial region from image
Once a set of facial landmarks is defined, other landmarks are used to extract the facial region by creating a polygon shape and masking the values outside the image. Effectively, this refines the face image, removing bias from the background, and hair structure.
F. Facial structure: Triangular mesh
A set of triangular accord between sets of facial landmarks are used to pre-compute a triangular mesh for all the faces as shown in figure 4. This mesh is created by using Delaunay triangulation, which is a unique construction that no vertex from any triangle may lie within the circumcircle of any other triangle. The resulting triangles maximize the angles of the all triangles, generally having few thin, skinny triangles. Once a general facial mesh has been generated unique facial meshes can be created for all faces. Figure 5 clearly shows the face with triangular facial mesh on JAFFE database with the different expression variations. 
G. Interpose between landmark points
Facial mesh formed in previous step on the reference image and on the test image can now be compared. To morph an image between two resulting meshes interpose an intermediate facial mesh and wrap both test and reference faces to it. The intermediate facial mesh is generated by weighing between both sets of facial landmarks using equation (1): for all landmarks i , = (1 − ) * , + * ,
where , is the ℎ interpolated mid-point landmark, , is ℎ reference landmark, , is ith test image landmark, is weight between 0 and 1, where zero represents reference image's facial landmarks and one represents the test image's landmark points.
H. Warping towards intermediate mesh
After calculating an intermediate facial mesh, the reference and test image are warped using thin plate splines based warping technique. The Thin plate spline (TPS) method was made popular by Fred L. Bookstein in the context of biomedical image analysis [25] . The term "thin-plate spline" refers to the bending of a thin sheet of metal. The process of using thin plate splines in image warping involves minimizing a bending energy function for a transformation over a set of given nodes or landmark points. While warping an image, all landmark points will be used to calculate the bending energy function which is then used to interpolate and transform the pixels into a warped image. This algorithm gives good results for scattered and sparse features like facial landmark points. Figure 6 shows the geometry change, when warping a facial expression (fear) to a reference face. The purpose of using this algorithm is to transform an expression face image to neutral face by mapping the landmarks of expression face to one preset standard face of neutral landmarks. 
The basis for solving the algorithm is given by a kernel function U using equation (3):
Given a set of source landmark points, we define P as a matrix of (3 * n) where n is the number of landmark points as depicted in equation (4) … … … 1 3 3 ],3 *
Using kernel function, let K be a n*n matrix defined by equation (5) :
Let is a 3*3 zero matrix as shown in equation (6) Finally, a matrix is defined by combination of , , and as given in equation (7):
Where, is the matrix transpose operator and is a ( + 3) * ( + 3) matrix
The matrix allows us to solve the bending energy equation. Inversing the matrix L on to another matrix , which is defined as = ( |0 0 0) , which is a column vector of length ( + 3) where is defined as any nvector = ( 1 , 2 , … . . ) . We derive a vector of n weights as = ( 1 , 2 , … . ) and the coefficients 1 , , of affine transformation as shown in equation (8) . The affine transformation is a composition of translation, rotation, dilation and shear transformations.
To define ( , ), the elements of −1 can be used everywhere in the plane, which is shown by equation (9):
The final smoothing TPSW is obtained by minimizing the energy function given in equation (10) where parameter λ is smoothness constraint weight and is smoothing term given in equation (2).
After obtaining an intermediate mesh from both reference and test faces, we interpolate between the faces to obtain a mixed face using equation (11):
Where t is the weight between 0 and 1, is the matrix of reference image projected to the intermediate triangular mesh, is the matrix of target image projected to the intermediate triangular mesh. Finally, we obtain a synthesized neutral face.
I. Feature Extraction and Classification
Feature extraction involves reduction of amount of resources required to explain a large set of data. Also initial data is suspected to be redundant, then it can be reduced to form a set of features. In the previous step, after obtaining a synthesized face, SIFT [26] is used for feature extraction with the advantage that SIFT features posses a strong robustness to illumination, pose and occlusion variations. It is widely and effectively used method for face recognition as it out performs PCA [15] , Independent Analysis component (ICA) [27] , LDA [16] , Gabor transform [17] etc. The steps for feature extraction using SIFT is depicted in figure 7 . Every test image is matched with the corresponding database reference image individually and the matching results are used to arrive at a final decision. Cosine similarity measure [28] finds its application in data mining, for searching a required structure in huge databases is used for matching the image feature vectors. The database image with maximum matching score is a match. The present system is tested on databases with expression variations like: anger, fear, disgust, surprise, sad.
IV. DATABASE USED
The aim of this section is to determine the effectiveness of the proposed work on publicly available database with large facial variations. The experiments were conducted on three facial expression databases; namely, the JAFFE, Yale and Cohn-Kanade. The performance of the proposed method is compared with other state-of-art techniques available in the literature. A brief description of the datasets is presented in this section.
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A. JAFFE database
Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) database was planned and assembled by Michael Lyons, Miyuki K., and Jori Gyoba at psychology Department in Kyushu University [20] . This database has 213 gray scale images of 10 Japanese female models with 7 facial expressions (6 facial expressions + 1 neutral face). Size of each image is 256 * 256. Figure 8 shows the sample images of 10 subjects in the database. Figure  9 shows the sample images of 15 subjects in the database. Figure 10 shows the sample images of the CK database. Table 3 summarize the database used in present study, which is freely available online for research purpose. The aim of this study is to design a single image based face recognition system which converts an expression face to neutral face and also recognize which individual the face belongs to.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Results
The test images of the database are first normalized to have same scale, position and rotation to mark landmark points on the neutral face and the test face as shown in figure 3 . In this process the expression face image is transformed to neutral face image using warping technique i.e. thin plate spline warping method. After transformation to neutral image SIFT is used for feature extraction and we compare the result using cosine similarity measure. Figure 11 depicts the neutral and expression faces, cropped faces and their corresponding warped faces. In figure 11 (a) to (g) depicts the reference face and the expression face of the same subject and the cropped faces from (h) to (n) respectively of the JAFFE database. Further figure (o) to (u) shows that after warping the expression face has being morphed to the same image as the reference image. Table 4 shows the recognition accuracy of different expressions for the three databases. For the JAFFE data set it is observed that anger have the highest recognition accuracy i.e. 100%. The accuracy of disgust is much closer to anger and the expression fear and surprise has the lowest recognition rate due to large variations in the region of eyes and mouth of the face.
On the similar basis for the CK data set the average recognition accuracy of different expressions is shown in Table 4 . It is detected that for the disgust the average recognition accuracy is highest i.e. 100% followed by anger with 99.4%. The accuracy of the fear and surprise has the lowest recognition rate of 96.5% and 95.1% respectively, which is due to large variations in the region of eyes and mouth. Similarly, as shown in Table 5 Yale data set has average recognition accuracy for anger and sad approx. 98%. The accuracy of wink images has the lowest recognition rate of 92.9%. 
B. Performance Comparison
In this section, results obtained from proposed work are compared to other state-of-art techniques in Table 6 and Table 7 . After an extensive review of literature on expression-invariant techniques, only those works are included that reports their results for JAFFE and Yale database. Table 6 present the performance of the listed methods in form of recognition rates for changeable expressions for JAFFE database. The recognition rates of SVD, LLE-Eigen and FLD-PCA-ANN are shown in the first, second and third row respectively. The proposed warping method is shown in the fourth row. The proposed algorithm is compared with other state-of-art algorithms and provides a significant improvement in the recognition rate. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this investigation, a recognition system which is invariant to facial expressions is presented. The present method converts an input face image with any arbitrary expression into its corresponding neutral facial image. Deep learning algorithm is used to train the classifiers model for reference key-points and network is trained to locate the landmarks in test image. Then an intermediate triangular mesh is created from the test image and reference image and then images are warped using affine transform and an average of the two is taken. Finally, results are compared with the reference face image and recognition accuracy is determined for different expressions. And it is observed that the average recognition rate is 96.8%, 95.4% and 97.8% for JAFFE, Yale and CK database respectively.
The work presented here has a great contribution in military for public security, surveillance and other fields. Moreover this approach is less expensive then 3D approaches. The future work may involve the development of a recognition method using the proposed technique on multiple variations like illumination and pose. In summary, the present work is an attempt made to devise a face recognition system invariant to expressions.
